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to this new field of investigation. Besides the studies
already noticed we have to refer to the work of J.
HorneH * who admits a strong Polynesian influence on
the Pre-Dravidian population of the Southern coast of
India. He thinks that a wave of Malayan immigration
must have arrived later, after the entrance of the
Dravidians on the scene, and it was a Malayan people who
brought from the Malay Archipelago the cultivation of
the coco-palm. Besides, in a few papers contributed
to the Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal,
Prof. Das Gupta has brought out the striking analogy
between some sedentary games of India (specially of the
Central Provinces, Bengal, Bihar, Orissa and the Punjab)
and those of Sumatra.2
Finally Dr. J. H. Button, in an interesting lecture on
the Stone Age Cult of Assam delivered in the Indian
Museum at Calcutta in 1928, while dealing with some
prehistoric monoliths of Dimapur, near Manipur, says 3
that " the method of erection of these monoliths is very
1 The Origins and the Ethnological Significance of the Indian Boat
designs (A. S. B. Memoir, Vol. VH, 1920)*
fl A Few Types of Indian Sedentary Games t etc., J.A.S.B. XXII
(1926), pp. 143-148, and 211-213* It will be noticed that the names of
some of these games end in the word guti (do-gutit tre-guti, nao-guti,
bara-guti prevalent in the Punjab) which as Prof. Das Gupta says,
means, '* pieces." The word is evidently the same as Santali guti
(of ganda guti noticed before by Prof. Przyluski). The word has
the chance of belonging to the Austro-Asiatic vocabulary.
* Cf. Man in India VUI (1928), Noi 4, pp. 228-232. About the celts
or stone adzes and axes discovered in Assam be says that " it was
probably hafted in the Polynesian manner between two layers of wood
lashed together. By far the commonest type is a slightly shouldered
type, derived from the Irrawaddy or Mon-Khmer. Mon-Kbmer forms
also survive in language and folklore throughout Assam. The adze
type is found in the Ganges Valley, but was probably brought by
the emigrants from the east.*2
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